Folate deficiency in rat pups during weaning causes learning and memory deficits
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Abstract
Folate is essential for fetal development, and its deficiency during gestation causes behavioural deficits in the offspring. The present study investigated its influence during weaning on brain function in the pups of rats that were put on a folate-deficient (FD) diet on postnatal day (PND) 1. Systemic folate deficiency in pups on the FD diet (n = 15) was evident from the dramatically lower hepatic folate concentrations (median 23.7, range 8.1–48.4 ng/mg protein) and higher homocysteine concentrations (median 27.7, range 14.7–45.5 pmol/mg protein), respectively, compared with those of pups on the normal diet (ND; n = 9) (median 114.5, range 64.5–158.5 ng/mg protein and median 15.5, range 11.6–18.9 pmol/mg protein) on PND 23. Brain folate concentrations although low were similar in pups on the FD diet (median 10.5, range 5.5–24.5 ng/mg protein) and ND (median 11.1, range 7.1–24.2 ng/mg protein). There was a high accumulation of homocysteine in the brain of FD pups, mostly in the hippocampus (median 58.1, range 40.8–99.7 pmol/mg protein) and cerebellum (median 69.1, range 50.8–126.6 pmol/mg protein), indicating metabolic folate deficiency despite normal brain folate concentrations. Developmental deficits or autistic traits were more frequent in the FD group than in the ND group and repetitive self-grooming occurred, on average, three times (range 1–8) v. once (range 0–3) during 5 min, respectively. Long-term memory or spatial learning and set-shifting deficits affected 12 to 62 % of rats in the FD group compared with none in the ND group. Post-weaning folic acid supplementation did not correct these deficits. These observations indicate that folate deficiency during weaning affects postnatal development even when gestational folate supply is normal.
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Folate functions in the transfer of carbon units in metabolic pathways essential for the interconversion of amino acids, synthesis of nucleic acids, transfer of methyl groups, and regulation of gene expression and neurotransmitter synthesis(1). The essential role of folate during embryogenesis and fetal development is well established from human studies(2,3) and from the mouse folate receptor-α gene knockout model(4). However, its role in the development of the central nervous system in late pregnancy and following birth is yet to be defined. The brain of a newborn rat continues to develop and establish functional plasticity following birth. Early postnatal development of the rat brain corresponds to late gestation in humans(5). This period is characterised by rapid development and maturation of motor coordination and sensory systems that underlie refinements of social behaviour and communication. Stead et al.(6) showed a significant increase in the expression and reorganisation of groups of genes in rat brain related to specific functions such as myelination and synaptic vesicle transport during early postnatal life. The expression of specific genes was found to exhibit a spatiotemporal pattern in the hypothalamus, hippocampus and frontal cortex throughout different stages of development. Maternal folate deficiency in late pregnancy was found to decrease the number of progenitor cells in the mitotic phase and increase the number of apoptotic cells and the concentration of calretinin, a Ca-binding protein present in neurons.

Abbreviations: FD, folate deficient; ND, normal diet; PND, postnatal day.
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involved in attention and memory process in mouse fetal forebrain\textsuperscript{7}. Because of the central role of folate in DNA synthesis and maintenance of methylation status, folate deficiency could have lasting effects that could be transmitted across generations. These effects are most felt during pregnancy and could contribute to overall health of the offspring during the course of its life\textsuperscript{8}.

Very little is known about the effects of folate on brain development and function after birth\textsuperscript{9}. Folate deficiency in rats has been shown to affect neural cell proliferation, vesicular transport and synaptic plasticity with long-term effects on learning and memory\textsuperscript{10}. These pathologies may not present as gross morphological abnormalities, but may have a profound effect on proper development and function of the brain. Many of the developmental disorders in humans appear to manifest during the first and second years of life. Although numerous underlying causes may contribute to the pathology, inadequate supply of folate, which is critical for brain development during fetal life, may play an important role in postnatal structural and functional refinement of the brain. In this regard, maternal folate status during the breastfeeding period is an important determinant of folate available to the infant. The aims of the present study were to determine the effect of folate deficiency during the weaning period on folate status in rat pups and to evaluate what effect this transient folate deficiency would have on behaviour, learning and cognition in adult life.

**Experimental methods**

**Animals and study design**

A flowchart of the study design is shown in Fig. 1. A total of eight pregnant dams (Long Evans hooded rats purchased from Charles River Laboratories International, Inc., Wilmington, MA, USA) were fed a normal diet (ND) containing 2 mg folic acid/kg chow (Dyets, Inc.) as recommended by the American Institute of Nutrition\textsuperscript{11}. Immediately after giving birth, the dams and their pups were separated into two groups:

![Flowchart of the study design](https://www.cambridge.org/core)
one group of three dams and their pups (totally twenty-nine pups) were continued on the ND (control group) and another five dams and their pups (totally forty-six pups) were put on a folate-deficient (FD) diet with 1% succinyl sulfathiazole (Dyets, Inc.) to prevent folate synthesis by the bacterial flora of the gastrointestinal tract for the entire weaning period (the first 23 d after birth). Some of the pups from the control group (n = 9) and from the experimental group (n = 15) were killed on postnatal day (PND) 0. Additional pups and dams of both groups (control: two dams and seven pups; experimental: three dams and fifteen pups) were killed on PND 23 (end of the weaning period). Livers and brains were collected for the determination of folate and homocysteine concentrations. Post-weaning, after the pups were separated from the dams, the pups from the control group (n = 13) continued to be fed the ND, while the pups from the experimental group (n = 16) were placed on two different new diets: one half of the pups (n = 8) were maintained on a low-folate diet (FD: 6 d/week and ND: 1 d/week) and the other half (n = 8) were maintained on a high-folate diet (ND plus 1 mg/ml folic acid in water). The pups were raised on these diets before behavioural tests between PND 40 and 70 for parameters such as anxiety (open field) and place avoidance tasks for spatial memory formation. Finally, they were killed and their livers and brains were collected for folate determination. All rats had free access to food and water. Weight gain in pups during and after weaning was monitored. They were maintained at a room temperature of 22°C under a 12 h light–12 h dark cycle. The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of SUNY-Downstate Medical Center. All procedures involving animals were conducted in conformity with state and federal laws and the standards outlined in the US National Institutes of Health Guide for the care and use of laboratory animals.

Folate and homocysteine assays

Brains and livers were homogenised in three volumes/weight of 0.5% ascorbic acid in PBS. For folate extraction, an aliquot of the homogenised tissue was diluted 16-fold with 2% ascorbic acid (pH 5.5) and placed in a boiling water-bath for 15 min. The precipitated protein was removed by centrifugation and the supernatant was used for the folate assay. A sequential binding radioassay with [3H] pteroylglutamic acid (Moravek) as the radiolabelled tracer and purified human milk folate receptor-α as the binding protein was used for the determination of folate concentrations in tissues. Total protein concentrations were determined using the Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.), and folate concentrations are expressed in ng folate/mg protein.Brains were dissected to isolate different regions for this assay. Homocysteine concentrations in the liver and brain tissues on PND 23 were determined using the Axis Homocysteine EIA Kit (Axis Shield). Tissue samples were homogenised in three volumes of PBS containing 5 mM-dithiothreitol, membranes were pelleted by centrifugation at 15000 g for 5 min and 50 μl of the supernatant were used in the assay. Homocysteine concentrations are expressed in pmol/mg protein. The weighted averages of folate and homocysteine concentrations in the whole brain were calculated by taking into account the relative volume of each region of the brain.

Behavioural tests

A total of twenty-four rats were tested (sixteen rats from the experimental group (eight from the low-folate diet group and eight from the high-folate diet group after weaning) and eight rats from the control group) on PND 40–45 for the open field test and on PND 57–70 for the place avoidance tests.

Open field test

The open field test is used to evaluate anxiety, locomotor activity and exploratory behaviours. Each rat was placed in the centre of an open field (60 cm × 60 cm with 40 cm-high walls) that was divided into a grid of 5 × 5 cm squares. Movement and behaviour of the rat in this arena during a 5 min session were recorded using an overhead camera. After 5 min, the rat was returned to the cage and the open field arena was cleaned with 30% ethanol to prevent olfactory cues from affecting the behaviour of subsequently tested rats. An observer blinded to the experimental conditions viewed the video recording of each rat for distance travelled (cm) by counting the number of squares crossed during each session and time (s) spent in the peripheral, central and corner areas of the field, the number of rearings (times/5 min) and self-groomings (times/5 min), and the total number of faecal pellets.

Place avoidance tests

These validated behavioural tests are used to evaluate learning, memory and cognition as described previously. The tests consist of different phases that are performed over a period of three consecutive days: passive place avoidance (4 × 10 min trials) – rats learnt a stationary shock zone location in a stationary arena using olfactory and visual cues; active place avoidance (6 × 10 min trials) – rats learnt to avoid a stationary shock zone in a rotating arena by segregating stationary visual cues from the rotating local olfactory cues; conflict place avoidance (6 × 10 min trials). Only rats that successfully learnt active place avoidance and could remember the task the next day were allowed to undergo these trials and their ability to avoid a new location in a rotating arena was tested.

Parameters acquired and analysed during each trial included the following: total distance travelled (m); number of entrances into the shock zone; number of shocks received; distance (m) of avoidance; latency to first entrance into the shock sector. Success at completing each task was monitored by noting the ability of rats to demonstrate clear knowledge of the shock zone by significantly increasing the time to first entry and decreasing the number of entrances into the shock zone with successive trials.
Statistical analysis

The non-parametric one-tailed Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare folate concentrations on PND 10 and PND 23 between the ND and FD groups, folate and homocysteine concentrations on PND 23 between the ND and FD groups, and folate concentrations at the end of the behavioural tests among the ND, low-folate diet and high-folate diet groups. The Mann–Whitney U test was used to compare the weight of pups between the ND and FD groups on PND 10 and 23.

Non-parametric tests were used because the sample size was small. Quantitative variables were compared with the Mann–Whitney U test to report the median, the Z value and the P value, when the difference between the groups was significant or almost significant. The same test was used to compare behavioural variables of the open field test. A cross-sectional analysis and a longitudinal analysis of variables of the place avoidance tasks were conducted. In the cross-sectional analysis, the results of the parameters in each trial of the passive, active and conflict place avoidance tasks were compared between the control and experimental groups, the control and low-folate diet groups, the control and high-folate diet groups, and finally the low-folate diet and high-folate diet groups. The results obtained in each trial of the passive, active and conflict place avoidance tasks were longitudinally analysed in each of these groups using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The results obtained in the first trial of each phase of the place avoidance task were compared with those of the rest of the trials (trial 1 v. trial 2, trial 1 v. trial 3, etc.) and those of each trial with those of the following one (trial 1 v. trial 2, trial 2 v. trial 3, etc.) for the three place avoidance phases. Bonferroni correction was applied to the P values for multiple comparisons. The χ² test was used to compare rats that succeeded at completing each phase of the place avoidance task between the ND and FD groups. The significance level for all tests was set at P<0.05. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (version 19.0; SPSS, Inc.) was used for the statistical analysis.

Results

Hepatic folate concentrations ranged from 62 to 253 ng/mg protein, and the median concentration was lower in ND pups than in FD pups on PND 10. This changed by PND 23 with hepatic folate concentrations showing a significant drop of more than 75 % in FD pups. However, brain folate concentrations were similar in both the ND and FD groups even though folate concentrations had dropped by about 70 % between PND 10 and 23 in both groups (Table 1). The distribution of folate within different regions of the brain was similar in both the ND and FD groups on PND 10. This profile extended to PND 23 with decreases in all regions being consistent with the decrease in the whole-brain total folate concentrations (Table 1). Pups reared by dams on the FD diet appeared to grow normally and had similar weights (g) on PND 10 compared with pups on the ND (median, range, n: 16.9, 12.7–20.9, 15 v. 17.8, 15.6–20.2, 9), but FD pups had significantly lower weight on PND 23 than ND pups.

Table 1. Folate concentrations (ng folate/mg protein) in rat pups on a normal or a folate-deficient diet during weaning (Median values and range)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Median Range</th>
<th>Weighted average of folate concentrations in the whole-brain calculated from the relative volume of each region of the brain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>Liver 90.7 66.6–253.3</td>
<td>9 11-4–19.5 15, 137.1* 85.1–212.2 15 23.7† 8.1–48.4 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>Brain 45.6 35.4–56.6</td>
<td>8 11.1 7.1–24.2 7 0.003 114.5 64.6–158.5 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortex</td>
<td>Cortex 30.1 16.5–34.3</td>
<td>7 6.8 1.9–8.0 5 0.002 29.2 14.7–42.7 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebellum</td>
<td>Cerebellum 84.7 57.9–106.0</td>
<td>6 16.4 12.1–19.2 5 0.003 91.6 53.3–139.5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midbrain</td>
<td>Midbrain 26.7 20.1–68.4</td>
<td>7 8.9 5.5–24.5 7 0.003 34.1–126.9 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hippocampus</td>
<td>Hippocampus 58.5 35.0–113.5</td>
<td>7 19.2 15.6–22.6 7 0.003 114.1–43.3 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n: sample size.

§ Postnatal day 10 compared with postnatal day 23 in the folate-deficient diet group.

k Weighted average of folate concentrations in the whole brain calculated from the relative volume of each region of the brain.
and they travelled a longer distance in the peripheral area compared with those on the ND (distance in cm; median, range, \(n\): 176, 624–2148, 9; 984, 516–1872, 13; \(Z = -1.587, P=0.056\)).

Rats on the FD diet during weaning and then maintained on the low-folate or high-folate diet exhibited no significant differences in the place avoidance tasks. For this reason, the two groups were combined (as one FD experimental group) and compared with the ND control group. In the last trial of the passive place avoidance task, the experimental group entered the shock zone more times than the control group, but this was not statistically significant (Fig. 4). In this trial, the frequency at which rats were shocked was greater for the experimental group, but was not significant when Bonferroni correction was applied to the \(P\) value. Rats that completed the place avoidance tasks in the experimental group performed the tasks successfully within the parameters and were able to learn each of the tasks within the number of trials used even though some of the parameters monitored were not similar to those for control rats. Overall, the experimental group exhibited an increase in the time to first entry in both the active and conflict avoidance tasks and the number of shocks received in the conflict avoidance task compared with the control groups.

Although all the rats in the control group were able to complete the place avoidance tasks, a number of rats in the experimental group failed one or more of the avoidance tasks and therefore did not advance to the next task. Failure in these tasks is defined as the inability to progress to the next task when the number of entrances into the shock zone does not decrease or time to entry into the shock zone does not increase over subsequent trials. Within the experimental group, the learning deficits varied with some being severely affected and unable to learn the simple passive avoidance task and others being mildly affected and failing in the active or conflict avoidance task. This was evident from the inability of rats to avoid the shock zone in subsequent trials.

**Fig. 2.** Homocysteine concentrations in the liver, brain and different regions of the brain in rat pups on postnatal day 23. Values are medians and ranges represented by vertical bars. □ Rats on a normal diet (\(n\) 5) containing 2 mg folic acid/kg chow; ■ rats on a folate-deficient diet (\(n\) 7) with 1 % succinyl sulfaflathiazole throughout the weaning period (until postnatal day 23). Median was significantly different from that of the normal diet group: *\(P<0.05\), **\(P<0.01\).

(48.9, 41.9–57.8, 15; 57.4, 49.5–72.1, 7; \(Z = -2.820, P=0.003\)). This difference was corrected once the pups were switched to a low-folate diet or a high-folate diet after PND 23 and the weights were similar in both groups between PND 40 and 70. Hepatic folate concentrations in the three dams on the FD diet (27, 45 and 25 ng/mg protein) were 4-fold lower than those in the two control dams on the ND (172 and 132 ng/mg protein) on PND 25. Brain folate concentrations were similar in both FD (17, 23 and 48 ng/mg protein) and ND (30 and 25 ng/mg protein) dams. On PND 70, as expected, hepatic folate concentrations (ng/mg protein) in low-folate diet rats were significantly lower than those in high-folate diet rats (median, range, \(n\): 66.9, 41–90.8, 2; 88, 62–131, 8; \(Z = -3.17, P<0.001\)). Brain folate concentrations also differed significantly between the low-folate diet and high-folate diet groups (median, range, \(n\): 21.7, 10.0–70.3, 8; 117.4, 85.0–178.9, 8; \(Z = -2.70, P=0.003\)). Tissue homocysteine concentrations on PND 23 indicated a significant increase in hepatic homocysteine concentrations in FD pups (Fig. 2), consistent with the >75% decrease in hepatic folate concentrations observed. Homocysteine concentrations also increased in all regions of the brain in FD rats, despite a brain folate concentration that was similar to that in control ND rats. Within the brain, there was variation in the distribution of homocysteine, with the cortex having the lowest concentrations and the cerebellum having the highest concentrations in ND rats. In FD rats, the relative distribution of homocysteine within different regions of the brain was similar to that in ND rats, but the median brain homocysteine concentration in FD rats was double that observed in ND rats (Fig. 2).

There was a significant increase in the number of self-groomings in the experimental group, weaned on the FD diet and then maintained on the low-folate or high-folate diet, than in the ND control group (Fig. 3). In the open field test, rats on the FD diet during weaning spent significantly more time in the peripheral area of the arena compared with those on the ND (time in s; median, range, \(n\): 141, 59–174, 9; 127, 73–194, 13; \(Z = -1.813, P=0.035\)).
as illustrated in trial 4 of the place avoidance tasks (Fig. 5). When the two groups were compared for all the behavioural tasks, there was considerable variation in the severity of affliction and, overall, 12% of rats in the experimental group failed the passive place avoidance task, 31% failed the active place avoidance task and 62% failed the conflict place avoidance task (Fig. 6).

**Discussion**

The present study reports metabolic and developmental abnormalities in rat pups that did not receive adequate folate amounts from their mothers during weaning. These included homocysteine accumulation in the brain and developmental disorders such as autistic traits and reduced...
long-term memory, compared with pups of dams on a normal folate diet. Post-weaning folic acid supplementation did not correct these developmental deficits. These results highlight the importance of maternal folate status during lactation in the delivery of adequate folate amounts to the infant.

The similar hepatic folate concentrations in both ND and FD pups on PND 10 indicate that maternal reserves were providing adequate folate amounts in the milk to all pups during the time these pups were feeding only on maternal milk. The dramatically lower hepatic folate concentrations on PND 23 in pups on the FD diet compared with those in pups on the ND reflect decreased folate supply from the mother as well as from the diet between PND 10 and 23. Brain folate concentrations, on the other hand, were 70% lower on PND 23 than on PND 10 in both the ND and FD groups and did not differ between the two groups. This may reflect high brain folate accumulation during fetal brain development followed by increased utilisation during early postnatal development that decreases it to adult brain levels by PND 23. The lack of difference in brain folate concentrations at this point between the two groups is consistent with previous observations in rats fed a FD diet compared with those in pups on the ND. The high brain homocysteine concentrations may have originated from other tissues and crossed the blood–brain barrier. Elevated homocysteine concentrations reduce the integrity of the blood–brain barrier and methyl-deficient diets have previously been reported to be associated with homocysteine accumulation in the brain. Switching the pups on the FD diet to a low-folate diet or a high-folate diet on PND 23 resulted in a tendency for increased hepatic and brain folate concentrations by PND 70 in the low-folate diet group and to significantly increased concentrations in the high-folate diet group.

In conditions of folate deficiency, tissues where folate receptors are highly expressed are also more resistant to folate loss. Despite apparently normal brain folate concentrations in the FD group, significantly elevated homocysteine concentrations in various regions indicated metabolic folate deficiency. The high brain homocysteine concentrations may have originated from other tissues and crossed the blood–brain barrier. Elevated homocysteine concentrations reduce the integrity of the blood–brain barrier and methyl-deficient diets have previously been reported to be associated with homocysteine accumulation in the brain. Switching the pups on the FD diet to a low-folate diet or a high-folate diet on PND 23 resulted in a tendency for increased hepatic and brain folate concentrations by PND 70 in the low-folate diet group and to significantly increased concentrations in the high-folate diet group.

Behavioural deficits were identified in pups reared on the FD diet regardless of being switched to a low-folate diet or a high-folate diet on PND 23. These ranged from anxiety- and fear-related deficits to varying severity of memory and set-shifting impairments. Set shifting is defined as cognitive flexibility. It allows for goal-oriented behaviour to solve a problem or respond to a situation and is a component of executive functions. The frontal cortex and the hippocampus are involved in this function. Set shifting and higher-level cognitive abilities are impaired in numerous psychiatric and developmental disorders. Impaired set shifting indicates major deficits in conflict avoidance. It is a common characteristic of developmental disorders including autism and is likely
The control group, rats on a normal diet throughout the weaning period, and the experimental group, rats on a folate-deficient diet until postnatal day 23 and then switched to a low-folate diet or a high-folate diet (n=16). *Percentage value was significantly different from that of the normal diet group (P<0.05).

It was observed that shifting deficits did not respond to folate supplementation after PND 23, indicating that they were likely to be permanent. A previous study has reported developmental deficits in the hippocampus in the offspring of mice that were folate deficient from gestational day 11 to gestational day 17. Fewer neural progenitor cells and more apoptotic cells were observed on gestational day 17 in the hippocampus of the offspring. Choline supplementation partially corrected these deficits. One of the consequences of abnormal methionine cycle activity due to folate deficiency might be epigenetic effects such as reduced DNA methylation, leading to alterations in gene expression or function. Brain homocysteine accumulation in the pups reared on the FD diet may also have affected cognitive development. Homocysteine accumulation in neuronal cells has been reported to be associated with homocysteinylaton of proteins contributing to altered differentiation, transport and plasticity. Homocysteine accumulation was also observed in the hippocampus, which is involved in spatial working memory and consolidation of information (long-term memory). This brain region encodes and organises information from previous relationships on positions and marks (allothetic place information) to integrate and contribute to spatial and associative learning and involves the CA1 (Cornus Ammonis 1) and CA3 (Cornus Ammonis 3) fields of the hippocampus.

The experimental group of rats in the present study exhibited an increase in the number of self-groomings and spent more time in the peripheral zone compared with the control group in the open field test. This behaviour was not corrected by folate supplementation after weaning. Increased episodes and duration of self-grooming in the open field test are characteristic of an experimental model of anxiety and autism. The exact pathology underlying this behavioural presentation is not known; it is characteristic of stereotypy observed in many neurological disorders with potential involvement of the hypothalamus, limbic system and basal ganglia. However, high-folic acid supplementation after weaning may have some corrective role as rats on the high-folate diet spent less time in peripheral area compared with those on the low-folate diet.

The present study showed that brain folate concentrations were not affected by folate deficiency during the weaning period in rat pups. However, transient folate deficiency during this period had long-term consequences on behaviour and learning in adult life that were not corrected by post-weaning folic acid supplementation. This provides evidence in support of a critical role for folate in functional refinement of the brain during the postnatal period. In recent years, there has been increased interest in potential effects of maternal folate status during pregnancy on fetal brain development. In humans, low maternal folate status during the first trimester of pregnancy is known to cause behavioural deficits in their children. The neurological and/or behavioural evaluation of children in these studies was done at different ages, ranging from 11 months to 10 years. Various processes such as...
as myelination in humans begin in the third trimester of pregnancy, while in the rat this occurs during the weaning period\(^\text{19}\). It is well recognised that folate deficiency during early pregnancy could lead to maldevelopment of the fetal brain, and a recent study has suggested that inadequate folate supply during pregnancy may increase the risk of autism and related neurodevelopmental disorders in the offspring\(^\text{20}\). The rat brain almost doubles in size between PND 10 and 24\(^\text{40,41}\), and this is also the period during which remodelling of the neuronal population and establishment of new connections occur in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus\(^\text{42}\). Deficiency of a critical nutrient such as folate is likely to affect a cascade of metabolic processes including DNA synthesis and cell replication, methylations, gene expression and neurotransmitter synthesis (Fig. 7). A previous study has suggested that serotonergic and dopaminergic systems in mice are affected by a 38d FD dietary intervention\(^\text{43}\). These changes could lead to structural alterations that ultimately affect brain function.

In humans, folic acid supplementation has proven to be beneficial for preventing pregnancy-related complications and fetal malformations\(^\text{44,45}\). In light of the observations made in the present study, adequate folate supplementation during the postnatal period may be necessary to ensure adequate folate delivery to the infant during the breast-feeding period. However, current prenatatal folic acid supplementation levels may not be adequate for women positive for the folate receptor autoantibody\(^\text{46,47}\), and therefore identifying this population and treating with pharmacological doses of folic acid may be necessary. Although this strategy has not been tested in pregnant women positive for the folate receptor autoantibody, it has proven to be beneficial in children with cerebral folate deficiency and autism\(^\text{48–50}\). Whether inadequate folate delivery to the fetus during pregnancy or to the infant during the first few years of life contributes to the spectrum of developmental disorders will need to be determined by additional studies in the form of large-scale clinical trials. Human studies should investigate the effect of maternal folate supplementation during pregnancy and lactation on developmental outcomes in children.
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